Advanced Clean Cars II:
A Key Step Toward Clean Air & Climate Action Across the West
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ACC II: THE NEXT STEP TOWARD CLEAN CARS

• The **Clean Air Act** allows California the ability to develop its own rules for governing transportation emissions — states then can independently adopt these rules under Section 177 of the CAA. Advanced Clean Cars II is the follow-up policy to Advanced Clean Cars I, which instituted a minimum EV sales requirement for auto manufacturers.

• ACC II picks up where ACC I left off and continually increases the percentage of EV sales until reaching a 100% EV requirement in 2035.

• ACC II also institutes technology standards which will improve the quality of EVs in several ways, including requiring the provision of charging cords when vehicles are sold, making it easier to get service on an EV, and improving both the range and durability of batteries in the vehicles.
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Watch for the recording in your inbox in the next few days and links to other resources.

Interested in supporting WRA’s transportation electrification work and other on-the-ground solutions to climate change? Visit:

WesternResourceAdvocates.org/donate